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Abstract 
 
       In this paper we show the design of a language 
which is applicable for control of multiple autonomous 
unmanned vehicles as well as for distributed problem 
solving, in general. The language, under the working 
name CCL (Common Control Language) is a natural 
extension of  behavior-based robotic architectures 
allowing both  fast reaction and deliberation in real-
time. CCL provides a powerful support for distributed 
problem solving based on the cost optimization 
mechanism, and combines the best of the world of 
declarative and imperative programming. 
 
1.  Introduction 
 

Unmanned systems are an area of growing war-
fighter interest due to their potential as force multipliers, 
especially against asymmetric threats.  Furthermore, 
swarms or collaborative groups of unmanned vehicles 
are seen as revolutionary and transformational 
technologies for war-fighting and homeland defense.  
Future concepts for autonomous operations are 
projecting the use of heterogeneous platforms in group-
operations (sometimes referred to as “System of 
Systems”) in order to address various operating regimes 
and specialized tasks thus introducing unique issues for 
coordinated operations.  In addition operator and group 
members are more effective when some level of 
communication can exist between agents. This has 
motivated the investigation of a common control 
language (CCL) to establish both a standard for 
communicating between different agents (i.e. swimming, 
crawling, human operator) during operations and support 
the interactions between operator and machine.  CCL 
must meet the needs of an operator managing a group of 
vehicles or a single vehicle.  CCL must allow concise 
representation of goals or tasks for both construction and 
interpretation by autonomous agents. 

  
When looking at military operations, groups 

communicate.  In the networking of computers and their 
coordination, communication is necessary to achieve 
goals.   In the same way, cooperative behavior for 
autonomous vehicles will require some level of 
communication between group members.   Both military 
and scientific concepts for autonomous operations are 
projecting the use of a variety of heterogeneous 
platforms in group-operations in order to address various 
operating regimes and specialized tasks thus introducing 
unique issues for coordinated operations. 
 

We adhere to the following overall design goals for 
the implementation of a common control language: 
• One vehicle can not look inside another vehicle - 

coordination is through message-passing 
• It should allow for arbitrary composition of 

behaviors, e.g. iteration or recursion, sequential or 
parallel composition 

• It should be easily extensible to new vehicles and 
new missions 

• It should be possible to use it for both real and 
simulated vehicles 

• Users should be able to add their own messages if 
required but not expect that these new messages will 
be understood or achievable by all vehicles 

 
This paper is a follow up of [5], where the design of 

CCL was first outlined. 
 
2. Portability: A Compiler and an 
Interpreter with Virtual  Machine 
 

To develop the CCL an interpreter and/or compiler 
has to be written.   

The CCL will be implemented in C. We considered 
C, C++, Java and Lisp. For efficiency, we selected 
C/C++, but our design is not tied to a specific 



  
 

programming language, and in the future, it can be re-
implemented, for instance,  in Java, when Java becomes 
more efficient.  

For portability reasons, CCL will be implemented, 
similar to Java or Parle from the SPAN project [6], in 
two steps: as a compiler and an interpreter (see Figure 1). 
CCL source code through an operator GUI will be 
compiled to the intermediate “byte-like” code, and 
downloaded to each robot. There, a CCL interpreter’s 
Virtual Machine will execute it employing the kΩ-
optimization and using a native vehicle controller. 
 

There are benefits to implementing the systems both 
as a compiler and an interpreter that will be considered.  
A benefit to implementing it as a compiler is the 
efficiency of compiling a mission; it will only be 
computing information once.  The CCL interpreter will 
be able to give the vehicle(s) commands piece–wise with 
feedback from sensors passed to the interpreter real-time 
which may be better than a compiler for such a dynamic 
environment. The most important, adding the 
intermediate level, makes our design scalable and 
portable. 

An interpreter will be written forming a wrapper so 
each controller already on the vehicle can understand the 
CCL.  This will have to be a unique wrapper for each 
vehicle, this will also be written in C, as it will basically 
be the back end of the compiler.  The back end is where 
the written language is turned into a computer code that 
can be understood by native hardware and OS on the 
vehicle. In our case, this will be hardware independent 
“bytecode” for the CCL Virtual Machine. 
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Figure 1: CCL compiler and interpreter. 

 
Note that in our case, we do not plan to use existing  

middleware standards like COM, DCOM or CORBA. 
COM and DCOM are the Microsoft standards and our 
design supposed to be portable and not tied to one 

specific operating system.  CORBA, on the other hand , 
was designed to glue heterogeneous software (written 
perhaps in different languages and using legacy 
software). In our case, the controllers will be 
heterogeneous, but the source files will be written in the 
same CCL code using the graphical interface. Also the  
“bytecode” will be the same. Thus our approach is closer 
in the spirit to a one language environment of Java with 
RMI, or the MPI library standard for C/C++ or Fortran.  

Note that using process algebras, a very well 
established model for distributed systems interacting 
through message-passing, we obtain automatically the 
most powerful tool to analyze concurrency, contention, 
deadlocks, etc. 

Our approach is not tied to one specific 
programming paradigm. Although it has some 
similarities with object-oriented, procedural, functional 
and logic paradigms - it is rather independent from one 
specific paradigm. Thus programs can be designed in a 
preferred programming paradigm: the encapsulation of 
code for agents resembles objects, the bytecode with 
infix notation resembles Lisp functions, the inference 
search engine performing kΩ-search resembles Prolog, 
and initial cost expressions are written as a procedural 
imperative code.  Note that in spite of current popularity 
of object-oriented approach, a universally best 
programming paradigm does not exist, and the history of 
computer science languages confirms that. 
 
3. A Language Formalism Based on Process 
Algebras and Anytime Algorithms  
 

Process algebra which comes from the computer 
science community has been used to describe systems 
consisting of multiple parallel components and their 
behavior (e.g., operating systems, computer networks, 
and distributed interactive systems, in general) and is our 
starting point for the language formalism.  The standard 
representative of process algebras, Robin Milner’s π-
calculus [14] is believed to be the most mature approach 
for concurrent systems and Lyons and Arbib pioneered 
process algebra’s use in motor schema behavior-based 
robotic architectures [13]. Thus, although not yet 
common, it should not be a surprise using these 
techniques for distributed robotics. 
 

To date work has been done in [7] on developing a 
language using the $-calculus process algebra for 
Unmanned Underwater Vehicles.  The $-calculus [8,9] is 
the process algebra which provides the support for 
distributed problem solving based on ideas of anytime 
algorithms. Its uniqueness is  
• To target real-world intractable optimization 

problems, and  



  
 

• To provide support for a nonalgorithmic solution of 
undecidable problems. 

 
We believe that robotics which has to capture an 

interaction of the robot with the potentially 
uncomputable environment, requires models more 
expressive than Turing Machines, i.e., so called, 
superTuring models of computation. The $-calculus is 
one of such superTuring models of computation [9]. The 
failure of the symbolic GOFAI approach to robotics [1] 
can be attributed to the fact that the closed world of 
algorithms is too weak to express interactive open 
systems, and robotics, in particular [9]. However, in this 
paper we discuss the solutions of intractable problems 
only, leaving the solutions of undecidable problems by 
applying the interaction, infinity or evolution principles 
for the future work. 
 

The CCL language has many constructs that will 
support tasking of a mission from the perspective of the 
group therefore allowing group coordination. The 
constructs are primarily two-fold: the shared cost 
functions embedded in the language and used in 
optimization during the translation of the mission, and 
message-passing send and receive primitives used for 
interaction.   
 

We plan to use the well-established methodologies 
of anytime algorithms [11] for behavior selection when 
compiling or interpreting a mission.  A vehicle should be 
responsive based on time and resources. Anytime 
algorithms are solutions designed with consideration to 
the trade-off between performance and time.  As time 
increases the quality of the output will increase. During 
autonomous vehicle operations, time can be a limitation 
but a solution is always necessary.    
 

The CCL can construct its output by optimizing 
several steps ahead.  CCL optimization algorithms can 
run behavior sets and provide results on performance.  
Thus we have a smart CCL module.   
 

One of our modes of operation will allow for real-
time updates to a CCL interpreter from the vehicle and 
group members.  The CCL interpreter can optimize 
several steps ahead send out the mission and then update 
the mission when real-time status is provided. 
 

This has implications to many situations.  As part of 
a group of vehicles, each member has several interesting 
potentials.  When tasked, a vehicle through its CCL 
module may respond that it can do the task, it cannot do 
the task, or joined with another vehicle it can do the task.  
Thus the group solution incorporates the resources 
available not only to the single vehicle but also to the 
group and reacts accordingly.  It also allows coordination 

between group members to team-up when executing a 
task or dealing with an event. 
 

Taking the syntax from the description of the $-
calculus the grammar for the CCL will be created.  
Everything in the $-calculus takes a form of $-
expressions. $-expressions can be simple (executed in 
one atomic indivisible step) and composite. Basic $-
calculus operators to build $-expressions are presented in 
Table 1. 

A CCL program is a set (more precisely, a parallel 
composition) of agents. Each agent consists of 

• an initial state in the form of an arbitrary $-
expression, 

• a set of atomic and  composite $-expressions for kΩ-
optimization, 

• parameters for kΩ-optimization (k, n, b, Ω), 

• the goal represented by the minimum of the cost 
function, and optionally another termination 
condition for kΩ-optimization. 

The least costly solution is constructed from atomic 
and composite $-expressions using the kΩ search. The 
default goal is the minimum of the cost function, which 
optionally can be substituted by another termination 
condition to allow finish optimization in the finite time.  

The user can define and redefine a set of atomic and 
composite $-expressions, i.e., the system is open. The 
user can redefine cost function too. The user also selects 
the initial depth of the search k, depth of execution n, 
branching factor b, and an alphabet of optimization for 
each agent Ω. If Ω is a subset of an agent’s atomic 
actions, then an agent represents a “selfish” behavior. If 
Ω contains atomic actions of other agents, then an agent 
exhibits cooperative or adversary behavior (i.e., it starts 
to care about behaviors of other agents). 

– Send / Receive
( ->   a   P)  send P through channel a
(<- a   X)  receive X from channel a

– Cost 
($   P) 

– User Defined Atomic Expressions (AUV elementary 
behaviors)

(a P)  where a is the name and P a list of parameters
– Cost Choice

(? P)  ex: (?  Continue   Return)
– General Choice        

(+ P)  ex: (+  Transit   Report Sensing)
– Sequential composition 

(. P)  ex: (.   Transit  Search Return)
– Parallel Composition

(|| P)  ex: (||  Search Monitor)
– Recursive function calls and its definition

• (:=  (f    X)    P) recursive definition of f with parameters X 
and body P  
Table1: Basic $-calculus operators 



  
 

 The CCL program with the empty set of atomic and 
composite $-expressions reduces to an imperative 
program in the form of an initial $-expression. 
Otherwise, it works in the style resembling Prolog or 
Rule-Based languages, but with a much more powerful 
search engine than Prolog’s depth-first search. 

The CCL module will be written in the C 
programming language.  For portability reasons, CCL 
will be implemented, similar like Java, in two steps: as a 
compiler and an interpreter. CCL source code through an 
operator GUI will be compiled to the intermediate “byte-
like” code modules, and downloaded to each robot. 
There, an interpreter will execute it employing the kΩ-
optimization and using a native vehicle controller. 
 

4. CCL Interpreter and a Virtual Machine: 
On Line Optimization for the Solution of 
Real-World Hard Problems 
 

We will assume that to cope with dynamic aspects 
of the environment, the CCL interpreter will adaptively 
look for the best sequence of elementary behaviors for 
execution. Static plan of actions will not work in most 
cases. Thus planning for the best actions will be done 
incrementally. To do this, the interpreter will build trees 
of potential solutions and search for the optimal 
sequence of actions.  
 

The basic $-calculus search method used for 
problem solving is called the kΩ-optimization. It is a 
very general search method, allowing the simulation of 
many other search algorithms, including A*, Minimax, 
dynamic programming, tabu search, or evolutionary 
algorithms. For example to simulate 
 
• A*: k=1 (expand tree one step ahead), n=0 

(postpone execution until goal is found), b=∞ 
(exhaustive search, all children are considered); 

• Minimax: k=∞ (expand tree up to the end), n=1 
(execute only one step), b=∞; 

• Simulated annealing: k=1 (look one step ahead 
only), n=0, b=1 (only one child is considered); 

• Genetic algorithm: k=1 (apply crossover and 
mutation to modify parents only once), n=0 
(postpone execution until termination condition 
satisfied), b=1 (only one population considered), a 
solution forms a vector/population; 

• Tabu search: k=1, n=0, b=∞, a tabu list elements 
have cost ∞, i.e., they will never be selected. 

 
Although, it is clear from the theory of computation 

that there is no best search algorithm (see e.g., the No 

Free Lunch Theorem [12] and [9]), search methods can 
be more or less generic. Because, in most cases it is not 
clear which search algorithm will be the best, the CCL 
ability to test and switch from one method to another is a 
very powerful feature indeed. 
 

The problem solving for each agent works 
iteratively  through select, examine and execute phases: 

 
• In the select phase the tree of possible solutions is 

generated up to k steps ahead with branching factor 
up to b, and agent (programmer) identifies its 
alphabet (or behaviors) of interest for optimization 
in its set Ω.  The agent may not always have a 
complete set of behaviors due to limitations on 
vehicle configuration, controller or tasks. This 
means that the tree of solutions may be incomplete 
in width and depth (to deal with complexity). 
However, incomplete (missing) parts of the tree are 
modeled by silent $-expressions ε, and their cost 
estimated (i.e., not all information is lost). The 
above means that the kΩ-optimization can be 
complete (if the solution exists, it will be found) and 
optimal (the cheapest solution will be found) if some 
conditions are satisfied.  

• In the examine phase the trees of possible solutions 
are pruned minimizing the cost of solutions, and  

• In the execute phase up to n instructions are 
executed. 

 
Moreover, because the $-calculus cost operator may 

capture not only the cost of solutions, but the cost of 
resources used to find a solution, we obtain a powerful 
tool to avoid methods that are too costly, i.e., the $-
calculus directly minimizes search cost. This basic 
feature, inherited from anytime algorithms, is needed to 
tackle hard optimization problems, and allows solving 
total optimization problems (the best quality solutions 
with the minimal search costs). 
 

Note that having the CCL interpreter (and not a 
compiler) performing optimization is not a limitation. If 
we want to optimize the compiler’s output (e.g., the 
optimal partition of tasks among agents), we reprocess it 
through the interpreter. The interpreter’s  output can feed 
back again to the compiler. 
 
 
 5.  Implementation and Demonstration 

Currently we developed a simplified GUI, and we 
produced a simplified interpreter to demonstrate the 
concept of the portability using a solar AUV, a simulator, 
and an ER1 land robot. 



  
 

ChaCha, a NUWC group control development tool, 
is a candidate to implement the CCL interpreter. ChaCha 
is an extension of techniques developed in [3,4,15], 
which is a behavior based control design using port-
arbitrated behaviors (PAB). We have extended their 
approach to support real-time manipulations of behaviors 
and ports. There are wildcards for connection of 
behaviors both those currently running and those that 
will potentially run. Ports can be created and associated 
with a behavior during runtime.  This will be a powerful 
capability in adapting to changing situations such as 
unanticipated sensor failures.   The motivation for these 
extensions is to establish a highly dynamic capability for 
activation and organization of behaviors to support CCL 
commands.   

The CCL Interpreter will work through ChaCha to 
interface with the native vehicle controller.  ChaCha is 
proposed as the framework for creating a vehicle 
wrapper.  This interface may primarily consist of 
creating a mission file in the format the native vehicle 
controller is used to receiving as input. 

We have selected our demonstration mission to be a 
surveillance mission.  It is intended to be generalized 
coverage of an area.  The ability of a group to 
successfully survey an area has applications such as 
searching an area for targets, tracking a target, or simply 
listening as a forward protection to a high-value asset.  
The critical goal is to maximize coverage of an area 
while sampling.  Critical tasks for the group are: 
maintaining a formation and assigning of sections of the 
area based on real-time own sensor footprint, 
energy/endurance and speed. We have defined a subset 
of atomic and complex behaviors that will support this 

mission.   
To demonstrate the concept, the same CCL 

interpreter has been used for generating initial test 
mission for a solar AUV [12] in cooperation with the 
Autonomous Undersea Systems Institute,  for the 
ChaCha simulator, and for the ER1 robot 
(www.evolution.com) from Evolutionary Robotics (a 
pattern used was a square, and ER1 was beeping or 
circling around waypoint to represent “reporting”). The 
above is presented in Fig. 2. 
 

6. Conclusions 
 

The language we are proposing will be a module 
that will interface through a “wrapper/interpreter” for 
existing controller architectures to be used as a 
coordination tool.  Different vehicles that must 
coordinate with each other will use the CCL interpreter  
to exchange information, commands, and 
acknowledgements. Our long-term objectives consist of 
establishing a standard interface between groups of 
vehicles and supporting human operator to machine 
interaction. 

In the future, we plan to implement more complete 
versions of the compiler and interpreter with embedded 
optimization with group objectives in mind, to ease 
demands on the operator in mission planning, and more 
robust real-time adaptation.  Future efforts may also 
include a more sophisticated GUI, based on the XML 
standard [2]. 

 
Figure 2: CCL provides an output to a solar AUV 
(SAUV), a ChaCha simulator, and the ER1 robot 
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